
Flight Software based on CubedOS
• Intended to be a general purpose framework for
  CubeSat flight software
• Written in SPARK; proven free from runtime errors
• Provides inter-module message passing framework
• Provides services of interest to flight software
•• Can integrate existing Ada or C runtime libraries
• Conceptually similar to NASA’s cFE/CFS except
  written in SPARK/Ada for high reliability (not C).
• Non ITAR parts on GitHub, ITAR parts from us

Why We Use SPARK/Ada

ELaNa IV lessons for CubeSat software:

• NASA’s 2010 CubeSat Launch Initiative (ELaNa)
• Our project was in the first group selected for launch

•• Our single-unit CubeSat was launched as part of 
NASA’s ELaNa IV on an Air Force ORS-3 Minotaur 1 
flight November 19, 2013 to a 500 km altitude, 40.5 
degree inclination orbit and remained in orbit until 
reentry over the central Pacific Ocean, November 21, 
2016, after two years and two days.  Eight others 
were never heard from, two had partial contact for a 
fefew days, and one worked for 4 months.

• The Vermont Lunar CubeSat tested components of 
a Lunar navigation system in Low Earth Orbit

Why not NASA’s cFE/CFS?
• “cFE/CFS” = “Core Flight Executive / Core Flight      
   System”
• Similar architecture
 - Uses publish/subscribe (not point-to-point)
 - Uses CCSDS space packets for messages
•• cFE written in C. Not verified
• We hope to eventually offer CubedOS as a 
competing SPARK platform for spacecraft software
• Possible CubedOS/CFS bridge that will translate 
messages between the systems

Deep Space Application

6U CubeSat with ion thruster

Failures that would have been prevented with SPARK/Ada:

• Mars Science Laboratory Sol-200 Memory Anomaly

• Ariane 5 initial flight failure

• Boeing 787 generator control computer shutdown

• Boeing 787 avionics reset

Mars Science Laboratory

Sol-200 Memory
Anomaly

• Six months after landing on Mars, uncorrectable 
errors in the NAND flash memory led to an inability of 
the Mars Science Laboratory prime computer to turn off 
for its normal recharge session.

• This potentially fatal error was apparently due to two 
pieces of its C software having pointers which pointed 
to the same memory.  Curiosity has about 3.5 MLOC 
written in C.  (One would expect about 35,000 errors, 
they have corrected about 1,500 so far)

• SPARK/Ada would have prevented this almost fatal 
error in a 2.5 billion dollar spacecraft.

Ariane 5 initial flight failure

«Good

Bad, 37 seconds later

• Software reused from Ariane 4, written in Ada
• The greater horizontal acceleration caused a data   
conversion from a 64-bit floating point number to a 
16-bit signed integer value to overflow and cause a 
hardware exception.
•• “Efficiency” considerations had omitted range checks   
for this particular variable, though conversions of other 
variables in the code were protected. 
• The exception halted the reference platforms, 
resulting in the destruction of the flight.
• Financial loss over $500,000,000.
SPARK/Ada would have prevented this failure

Boeing 787 generator control
• There are two generators for each of two engines, 
each with its own control computer programmed in 
Ada (Airbus Rolls Royce controllers are in SPARK)
• The computer keeps count of power on time in 
centiseconds (used by stopwatches) in a 32 bit register
•• Just after 8 months elapses, the register overflows
• Each computer goes into “safe” mode shutting down 
its generator resulting in a complete power failure, 
causing loss of control of the aircraft
• The FAA Airworthiness Directive says to shut off the 
power before 8 months as the solution
• There is now a second 787 reset problem
•• SPARK/Ada would have prevented both

Language Comparison, Real world 
data

UK Ministry of Defense C-130J software study: 
The anomalies per 1,000 lines of code (average):
•  for C was 97
•  for Ada 95 was 25
•  for SPARK/Ada 95 was 4

NNewer Tokeneer project (for NSA):
•  SPARK/Ada 2005 was 0.4

Productivity of 38 lines of code per programmer day 
(about what our student achieved, also), compared 
with 10 to 12 lines of code when using C.

We are now using the even newer SPARK/Ada 2014

Language Comparison
• If your student programmers do not know 
SPARK/Ada, it takes about two weeks to become 
productive
•• SPARK/Ada productivity of 38 lines of code per 
programmer day, compared with 10 to 12 lines of code 
when using C
• After three weeks, the new SPARK/Ada programmer 
has caught up with the C programmer
• For a 10,000 line program, the SPARK/Ada 
programmer would finish in 1.09 years (with 4 errors)
•• For a 10,000 line program, the C programmer would 
finish in 3.33 years (with 970 errors)

CubedOS Deep Space Modules

Busek Bit-3 Ion Thruster
Isp = 2,300 s, Iodine mass = 1.5kg, Δv = 2,500 m/s
(6U, 14 kg CubeSat), 8,600 hours of thrust

Spiral Thrusting for 3 axis control 
with a 2 axis thruster
Software by Chris Farnsworth, M.S.S.E. student at 
Vermont Technical College
Algorithm by Thomas M. Randolph, Timothy McElrath, 
Steven Collins, David Oh NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab

Deep Space CubeSat Communication

JT65 Weak Signal Protocol
• MarCO with 4 W Iris-2 X-Band (9 GHz) Radio, relay 
for InSight, 60 cm × 34 cm antenna, >28 dB gain (1m 
dish is 37 dB)
•• By Joe Taylor (my physics prof, 1993 Nobel Prize)
Each message contains 72 (378 with FEC) bits over 48 
seconds

With a 3m ground dish, @ 9 GHz, 
you can reach Jupiter (4.45 AU)See: cubesatlab.org Dr. Carl Brandon, Dr. Peter Chapin

carl.brandon@vtc.edu   peter.chapin@vtc.edu
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